
Hello Everyone,

In attendance were Lea Anne, Mariah, Priyanka, Krishnam, Kelly, Me and later on 
Yanila and Nicolas! Please remember all calls to action are in bold so be sure to look 
closely at those bits.

Collectively we brought the following qualities: enoughness, compassion, zen aka slow 
the heck down, sunshine and light, optimism (as opposed to the first choice of rain and 
sadness), magic and unicorn dust. 

Calls to Action

1. We all need to make a thank you video to I Select, the group that donated money to 
Project Bright Light. I will include a sample video but just know that it doesn't have to be 
several minutes long (1 or 2 will do) and that the most important part is that's it' genuine 
and heartfelt. 

See sample here: https://youtu.be/-1Fvuze0tYA

2. Also, hum this to yourself to the tune of Yellow Submarine... Who wants to be on a 
subcommittee, a subcommittee, a subcommittee? OK, you can stop singing now. It's a 
subcommittee for Project Bright Light. Our very own Lea Anne has stepped up and said, 
yes to being on it as did Priyanka and Krishname but we're looking for others. The 
purpose of this committee would be to specifically focus on the questions and 
perimeters of Project Bright Light. They will include but not be limited to:
• How many kids will we help through school?
• Is it a one year program or a program through college?
• How do we choose which children receive it? 
• Is it just girls or alternating boys and girls?

OK, you get it, lots of questions hence the yellow submarine, er PBL Subcommittee. 
The meetings will be on Tuesdays in the morning (central time zone). The committee 
will meet and have a mini team call to tackle these questions and more!

3, For Priyanka, three things from me and one from Kelly:
    a. Talk to YA's about calls regarding their projects
    b. Remind peeps about I Select Videos
    c. Get to the bottom of the meeting schedule and communications (best form of)
    d. Create a rough draft of a letter all may use for fundraising and explaining our trip to 
India.

4. For Nancy, 
    a. Email Sister Jenna again and ask her for links we could use in our fundraising 
efforts. Also ask her for photos and videos that might help us create our facebook and 
website pages. Additionally, request that she send us info about her projects so we can 
get a better idea of what we are raising money for so we can know for ourselves but 
also tell our donors. 



   b. Send Priyanka original India email.
   c. Create sample video for Chime In Peeps to use as a template for I Select.

India

We talked with Sister Jenna and have learned that there are many wonderful programs 
she has in place for us that will enrich our time there and make us of maximum value to 
the community.  More info to come on that after we hear more from her. 

For now we know that plane tickets will be the largest expense aside from the amount 
we each donate to Sister Jenna's projects. 

Keep in mind that the work they do is with the concept of Bhavna always in mind and 
spirit. Bhavna means many things but one definition is a way of being in constant 
meditation connected to source and the work gets done thorugh you while you 
surrender to the flow, not the chaos. 

We are considering travel dates around (and these are very approximate but still 
check your schedules)

December 28 - Mid January: We would love to take this journey in 2017/18 so fund 
raising and final arrangements will be very important. 

When we do crowd funding for this trip we want to think about gifts to give those who 
donate. Who has ideas????

What's up with you????

Priyanka and Krishnam are entering a contest sponsored by National Geographic. They 
need to make a short video about something they are passionate about that helps the 
world. Sooo, their idea was to put together a video using footage from Viracocha and 
Guatemala with the idea of spreading the permaculture way of Viracocha to Guatemala 
so they have a more sustainable and prosperous way to live. Their due date is 8/15 so 
anyone who has pictures, footage or ideas, get in tough with them. Meanwhile, Nicolas 
offered to be of assistance so YAY!

Speaking of Nicolas and Yanila, they were able to join us later in the call (oops, my 
fault) and they mentioned a Next Generation call that will take place this Wednesday. 
The time of that call (all are invited to learn about what they are doing) is 12:00 Pacific 
time, 3:00 Eastern time, 2:00 Bogota and Central time 4:00 Guatemala time. 

Our next meeting will be on August 19th. Times and time zones will be in your 
email closer to the date.

Our musical minute was provided by Lea Anne who shared with us music she loves to 
dance to and so we did...dance, that is. 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lRXLAeogv5U

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lRXLAeogv5U

